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Semantic enrichment for enhancing 




With the rapid development of the digital humanities (DH) field, demands for historical and cultural heritage data have 
generated deep interest in the data provided by libraries, archives, and museums (LAMs).  In order to enhance LAM 
data’s quality and discoverability while enabling a self-sustaining ecosystem, “semantic enrichment” becomes a strategy 
increasingly used by LAMs during recent years. This article introduces a number of semantic enrichment methods and 
efforts that can be applied to LAM data at various levels, aiming to support deeper and wider exploration and use of LAM 
data in DH research. The real cases, research projects, experiments, and pilot studies shared in this article demonstrate 
endless potential for LAM data, whether they are structured, semi-structured, or unstructured, regardless of what types 
of original artifacts carry the data. Following their roadmaps would encourage more effective initiatives and strengthen 
this effort to maximize LAM data’s discoverability, use- and reuse-ability, and their value in the mainstream of DH and 
Semantic Web.
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1. Introduction
The role of libraries, archives, and museums (LAMs) in supporting digital humanities (DH) research and education has 
been widely recognized in recent years. In DH research, the difficult part is not typically at the stages of data’s cleaning, 
analysis, visualization, and synthesizing. The most challenging stage is essentially at the beginning, when deciding what 
and how data can be collected while dealing with historical materials. These items can be documents, artifacts, and 
other kinds of information-bearing objects.  They might be digitized or not-digitized, be textual or non-textual, and exist 
in all kinds of formats and media. For those researchers in need of historical data that cannot be obtained through web 
crawling or scraping, the data and information resources provided by LAMs have extraordinary value. The last two deca-
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Figure 1. Key concepts expressed in the project descriptions of Digging into Data Challenge.
Source: Created by the author based on project descriptions available at:
https://diggingintodata.org/awards
des have witnessed a huge investment in digitizing, documenting, and making LAM resources accessible online. In order 
to enhance LAM data’s quality and discoverability while enabling a self-sustaining ecosystem, “semantic enrichment” 
becomes a strategy increasingly used during recent years.
This article introduces a number of semantic enrichment methods and efforts that can be applied to LAM data at various 
levels. After the primer explanation of a set of key concepts, the key methods and approaches are explained through the 
types of data to be enhanced, mainly categorized as structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data. More specifica-
lly, these include such methods as: enhancing existing metadata’s quality and discoverability with more contextualized 
meanings by using knowledge organization systems (KOS) vocabularies and other resources that have embraced Linked 
Open Data (LOD); transforming semi-structured data into structured data through entity-based semantic analysis and 
annotation to extend access points; digging into unstructured data and generating knowledge bases to support knowle-
dge discovery; enabling one-to-many usages of LAM data across data silos while delivering intuitive user interfaces 
online; and making the heterogeneous contents from diverse providers semantically interoperable via shared ontology 
infrastructure. Each section ends with a discussion of representative approaches and additional resources devoted to 
semantic enrichment.  The article concludes with the benchmarks recommended by the W3C (2017) in Data on the Web 
best practices which identify the ultimate goals for LAM data: comprehension, processability, discoverability, reuse pos-
sibility and effectiveness, trustiness, linkability, accessibility, and interoperability.
2. Key concepts 
This review article focuses on semantic enrichment for enhancing LAM data and supporting Digital Humanities. Several 
key concepts need to be explained before the key approaches and methods are introduced. 
Digital humanities (DH) have commanded increasing attention worldwide over the past several years. Although the de-
finitions are being debated and the multifaceted landscape is yet to be fully understood, most agree that initiatives and 
activities in DH are at the intersection of the disciplines of the humanities and digital information technology.  It is at this 
junction where digital technology will generate a paradigm shift in the near future, enabling scholars to identify major 
patterns in history, literature, and in the arts. DH refers to new modes of scholarship and institutional units for collabo-
rative, transdisciplinary, and computationally engaged research, teaching, and publication (Svensson, 2010; Burdick et 
al., 2012; Van-Ruyskensvelde, 2014). It is important to point out that the mere use of digital tools for the purpose of hu-
manistic research and communication does not qualify as DH; nor is DH to be understood as the study of digital artifacts, 
new media, or contemporary culture in place of physical artifacts, old media, or historical culture (Burdick et al., 2012).
One example of the growing DH movement is the Digging into Data Challenge program, which has funded dozens of 
projects aimed at research questions in the humanities and/or social sciences. 
https://diggingintodata.org
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Since 2009, the number of participating funding organizations and nations has expanded dramatically.1 Based on the 
project descriptions of the four rounds (2009, 2011, 2013, and 2016), the resources (see central column “Resources” in 
Figure 1) vary widely, ranging from unstructured data assets originating in ancient times to structured datasets created 
in the digital age. Methodologically, the projects are interdisciplinary and strive to show how best to tap into data in 
large-scale and diverse formats in order to search for key insights, while also ensuring access to such data by researchers 
through new technology-supported tools. These approaches demonstrate the essential efforts to semantically enrich 
the data. [Figure 1]
Data is a concept that needs to be agreed upon when putting data into the context of digital humanities. In the digital 
age, it is common for people to think of data only in terms of digitally available formats. The connection between digital 
data and data analytics is correct, but we need to fully understand that the terms “data” and “digital data” are not equi-
valent. Types of data are also not limited to quantitative data. 
The Reference model for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS) defines data as a
“reinterpretable representation of information in a formalized manner suitable for communication, interpreta-
tion, or processing” 
while offering examples of data as: a sequence of bits, a table of numbers, the characters on a page, the recording of 
sounds made by a person speaking, or a moon rock specimen. This definition of “data” was given within the context of 
“information,” which is
“Any type of knowledge that can be exchanged. In an exchange, it is represented by data” (Consultative Commit-
tee for Space Data Systems, 2012, 1-10 and 1-12). 
In the book Information: A very short introduction, Luciano Floridi defines data at its most basic level as the absence of 
uniformity, whether in the real world or in some symbolic system. Only once such data have some recognizable structure 
and are given some meaning can they be considered information (Floridi, 2010, pp. 22-25). 
After a comprehensive review of the definitions and terminology for “data” in her book titled Big data, little data, no 
data: Scholarship in the networked world, Christine Borgman summarized that 
“data are representations of observations, objects, or other entities used as evidence of phenomena for the pur-
pose of research or scholarship” (Borgman, 2015, p. 28).
LAM data is a broad term used in this article to refer to all data provided by LAMs and other information institutions. 
They provide tremendous opportunities for humanities researchers to unearth nuggets of gold from the available data. 
LAM data can be categorized in three main groups based on their type: 
- Structured data in LAMs include bibliographies, indexing and abstracting databases, citation indexes, catalogs of all 
kinds, special collections portals, metadata repositories, curated research datasets, and name authorities. Structured 
data are typically held in databases in which all key/value pairs have identifiers and clear relations and follow an expli-
cit data model (Schöch, 2013).
- Semi-structured data in LAMs comprise the unstructured sections within metadata descriptions (e.g., notes in biblio-
graphic records, the rich 
content descriptions con-
tained in archival finding 
aids, table-of-contents 
and abstracts of reports 
in digital repositories), ar-
chival documentation not 
carried in Encoded Archi-
val Description (EAD) or 
other digital finding aids, 
intellectual works enco-
ded following the Text En-
coding Initiative (TEI) gui-
delines (main text body 
excluding the Header), 
value-added or tagged 
resources that exist in all 
kinds of formats, and the 
unstructured portions of 
otherwise structured da-
tasets. 
- Unstructured data are Figure 2. LAM data examples.
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characterized as “everything else.” In LAMs, they can be found in documents and other information-bearing objects 
(textual or non-textual, digitized or non-digitized), in all kinds of formats. In data resources that are served through LAMs, 
unstructured data are usually available in the largest quantity in comparison with structured data, have the most diversity 
in type, nature, and quality, and are the most challenging to process.  [Figure 2]
The primary LAM data assets might be held in special collections, archives, oral history files, annual reports, provenance 
indexes, and inventories, to name just a few. During the last two decades, many digital collections were born in LAMs 
and have exhibited strong outcomes. These projects have digitized and delivered integrated resources (metadata, re-
presentative images, original documents, and media) on the web. The creation of these digital products involved very 
complicated digitization and documentation processes requiring tremendous investments from government and other 
institutions. For example, from 2002 to 2011, in the United States, the federal agency Institute of Museum and Library 
Services’ IMLS Grants to States program supplied $980 million to support increased access to digital information, in-
cluding $67 million toward the digitization of local history and special collections (IMLS, 2018, p. 9). Having invested so 
much, it is critical for LAMs to extend the values of these digital collections beyond being just retrospective resource 
warehouses in order to have them be better shared, linked, enriched, and reused. 
Thus, the next challenge is to move from digitizing to datafying. To “datafy” the unstructured data means to turn the 
heritage materials into not only machine-readable but also machine-processable resources, and reconstruct materials 
through digitization pipelines. The demand for datafication might explain why, for digital humanities, the Smart Data 
approach emphasizes the processes to transform unstructured data to structured and semi-structured data (Schöch, 
2013; Mayer-Schönberger; Cukier 2013; Kaplan, 2015).
Smart Data is a concept embraced by humanities research, and underlines the organizing and integrating processes 
from unstructured data to structured and semi-structured data, making the big data smarter (Kobielus, 2016; Schöch, 
2013). The concept should be understood in the context of Big Data. Among the many “V”s of Big Data (volume, velocity, 
variety, variability, veracity, and value), the “V”alue of data relies on the ability to achieve big insights from such data on 
any scale, great or small (Kobielus, 2016). 
“[I]n its raw form, data is just like crude oil; it needs to be refined and processed in order to generate real value. 
Data has to be cleaned, transformed, and analyzed to unlock its hidden potential.” (TiECON East, 2014). 
Only after it has been tamed through the organization and integration processes is such data turned into Smart Data that 
reflects the research priorities of a particular discipline or field. As Smart Data inquiries, these tamed results can then 
be used to provide comprehensive analyses and generate new products and services. (Gardner, 2012; Mukerjee, 2014; 
Schöch, 2013). [Figure 3]   
Schöch concluded in his monumental article Big? Smart? Clean? Messy? Data in the humanities that we need Smart Big 
Data because it both adequately represents a sufficient number of relevant features of humanistic objects of inquiry to 
enable the necessary level of precision and nuance required by humanities scholars, and it provides us with a sufficient 
amount of data to enable quantitative methods of inquiry, helping us surpass the limitations inherent in methods based 
on close reading strategies (Schöch, 2013). Researchers in the humanities have incorporated the data-driven environ-
ment where advanced digital technologies have created the possibility of novel and hybrid methodologies. In the proces-
ses that transform unstructured data to structured and semi-structured data, the Smart Data strategy drives data service 
providers to aim at supporting 
DH by:
- creating machine-unders-
tandable, -processable, and 
-actionable (instead of me-
rely machine-readable) data; 
- providing accurate data in 
the processes of interlin-
king, citing, transferring, 
rights-permission manage-
ment, use and reuse; 
- enabling both one-to-many 
usages and high efficiency 
processing of data (Zeng, 
2017). 
The semantic enrichment 
strategy represents one of the 
major steps to align with the 
aim of Smart Data. Semantic 
enrichment is directly applied Figure 3. Smart Data in the context of Big Data.
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to the enhancement of LAM data (structured, semi-structured, and unstructured) by using semantic technologies. In a 
broad sense, semantic enrichment in the context of data may aim at different targets. Damjanovic et al. (2011) surveyed 
various semantic enhancement approaches and techniques and presented four categories.
- Semantic search and browsing, which includes distinct research directions such as (i) augmenting traditional keyword 
search with semantic techniques, (ii) basic concept location (e.g. multi-facet search, semantic auto-completion, search 
behavior research), (iii) complex constraint queries for creating query patterns as intuitively as possible, (iv) problem 
solving, and (v) connecting path discovery.
- Semantic mediation: merging and mapping. Merging unifies two or more ontologies with overlapping parts into a 
single ontology that includes all information from the sources. Mapping builds the mapping statements that define 
relationships between concepts of ontologies and rules that specify transformations between two ontologies.
- Semantic annotation, which formally identifies concepts and relations between concepts in documents, and is inten-
ded for use by machines. 
- Semantic analytics and knowledge discovery. Semantic analytics is a process of analyzing, searching, and presenting 
information by using explicit semantic relationships between known entities. Both federated and centralized approa-
ches to processing queries on Linked Open Data have been used. (Damjanovic et al., 2011)
The article also anticipates the revolutions of Web-based Content Management Systems (WCMS), which replaces in-hou-
se-developed CMS for intranet sites and integrates firmly within the Web and document-oriented environments.
Also addressing the differences between knowledge organization in the bibliographic domain and requirements for 
resource discovery in a web environment, Prasad, Giunchiglia and Devika (2017) presented the DERA model (Domain, 
Entity, Relations, Attributes) featuring the transition from document-centric to entity-centric knowledge modeling. The 
authors believe that any domain following DERA can be seen as formalized by the structure D<E,R,A>, where:
- Domain (D) is a particular area of knowledge or field of interest being studied. 
- Entity (E) consists of a set of facets where each facet represents a group of terms denoting the entity classes of the 
real-world entities (instances) having perceptual correlates or only conceptual existence. 
- Relation (R) consists of a set of facets where each facet represents a group of terms denoting the relations between 
entities. Each relation term establishes a semantic relation between two entities.
- Attribute (A) consists of a set of facets where each facet represents a group of terms denoting the qualitative and/or 
quantitative properties of entities (Prasad; Giunchiglia; Devika, 2017). 
It is important to refer to the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA)’s new Library Re-
Figure 4. Overview of IFLA Library Reference Model (LRM) relationships.
Source: Žumer and Riva, 2017.
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ference Model (IFLA LRM) in this obvious transition from document-centric to entity-centric modeling trend. IFLA LRM 
consolidated the three models of the FRBR Family (FRBR,2 FRAD,3 and FRSAD4) and LRM was formally adopted by the 
IFLA Professional Committee in August 2017 (Riva; LeBoeuf; Žumer, 2017). LRM has presented a complete model of 
the bibliographic universe using entity-relationship modeling. In contrast with the FRBR Family, where all entities are at 
the same level, a hierarchical structure of entities is introduced in LRM by declaring entities within a structure of super-
classes and subclasses. That one entity is a subclass of another entity can be expressed using the isA relationship. For 
example, Agent (an entity capable of deliberate actions, of being granted rights, and of being held accountable for its 
actions) is declared as a superclass which brings a hierarchical structure to handle the former FRBR Group 2 of entities. 
This powerful mechanism enables considerable simplification of the model, because attributes and relationships can be 
declared on the higher level and do not have to be repeated on lower levels. Res (any entity in the universe of discourse) 
is the superclass of all entities in the model. Nomen (an association between an entity and a designation that refers to it) 
is an entity itself, being the appellation used to refer to an instance of Res. In order to model more precisely the temporal 
and spatial aspects, LRM introduces two additional entities, Place and Time-span. All of these entities presented by LRM, 
as well as the more semantically meaningful attributes and relationships, make LRM foundational for the development 
of cataloguing rules and bibliographic formats (Žumer, 2018; Žumer; Riva, 2017). [Figure 4]
IFLA LRM defines five user tasks (Table 1) and lists the goals users want to reach when performing the tasks. The term 
resource is used in its broadest sense, meaning an instance of any entity defined in the model. The tasks of find, identi-
fy, select, and obtain are the same as defined in FRBR, with slightly modified and broader definitions; explore was first 
introduced by FRSAD (Žumer, 2018).
From the perspective of user tasks, it is clear that most of the metadata semantic enrichment efforts extend the initial 
functions of bibliographic control and enable the explore task to be accomplished meaningfully and effectively. 
Semantic enrichment process pertaining to LAM data reflects the transformation from document-centric to entity-cen-
tric knowledge modeling. The process is distinguished by three main stages in the Europeana Semantic Enrichment 
Framework documentation:
- Analysis: the pre-enrichment phase focuses on the analysis of the metadata fields in the original resource descriptions, 
the selection of potential resources to be linked to, and derives rules to match and link the original fields to the con-
textual resource.
- Linking: the process of automatically matching the values of the metadata fields to values of the contextual resources 
and adding contextual links (whose values are most often based on equivalent relationships) to the dataset.
- Augmentation: the process of selecting the values from the contextual resource to be added to the original object 
description. This might not only include (multilingual) synonyms of terms to be enriched but also further information, 
for example broader or narrower concepts (Isaac et al., 2015, pp. 8-9; Manguinhas, 2016).
The “contextual resources” referred by this documen-
tation and the real cases to be introduced in the next 
chapter of this article (Section 3.1.1.) signify the selected 
vocabularies and datasets. For all types of vocabularies 
and schemes for organizing information and promoting 
knowledge management, “knowledge organization sys-
tems (KOS)” is a broad term that can be used. Examples 
of KOS include pick lists, authority files, gazetteers, sy-
nonym rings, taxonomies and classification schemes, 
lists of subject headings, thesauri, and ontologies. An instance might be referred to as a “controlled vocabulary,” a 
“value vocabulary,” or, in a broader sense, a “taxonomy,” by different communities. In this article, when an instance of 
knowledge organization systems is mentioned, the term KOS vocabulary will be used. For those KOS vocabularies that 
have been published as Linked Open Data (LOD), they will be referred to as LOD KOS (Zeng; Mayr, 2018). In the semantic 
enrichment projects, LOD KOS and other LOD datasets are essential.   
Core agents in the semantic enrichment processes are explained according to the concepts identified in the report of 
the Europeana Task Force on Enrichment and Evaluation (Isaac et al., 2015). Even though the project focused on struc-
tured data, the concepts can also be applied to a wide range of semantic enrichment of LAM data, structured or not. 
Find To bring together information about one or more resources of interest by searching on any relevant criteria
Identify To clearly understand the nature of the resources found and to distinguish between similar resources
Select To determine the suitability of the resources found, and to be enabled to either accept or reject specific resources
Obtain To access the content of the resource
Explore To discover resources using the relationships between them and thus place the resources in a context
Table 1. A summary of user tasks defined by LRM
Data is a concept that needs to be agreed 
upon when putting data into the context 
of digital humanities. The connection 
between digital data and data analytics 
is correct, but the terms “data” and “di-
gital data” are not equivalent
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- At the beginning of each enrichment process, there is the source data that will be enriched. This data comes from 
different data providers. 
- The agent in charge of selecting the different datasets and processing them for enrichment is the enricher - the one 
who handles the process of enrichment. 
- The user of the services made possible or enhanced through enrichment is the end user. 
- Sometimes, enrichments can be crowdsourced. In these cases, the volunteers using the crowdsourcing tool and anno-
tating data are the annotators. 
3. Key approaches / Methods for LAM data’s semantic enrichment
After getting the key concepts explained above, this chapter presents the key approaches and methods for LAM data’s 
semantic enrichment, using cases and experiments reported in the 2010s. These will be explained through the types of 
data to be enhanced, mainly categorized as structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data. 
3.1. Semantic enrichment of structured data
Enriching structured data (often referring to metadata) has become a common initiative in LAM data enhancement 
efforts, in order to overcome challenges relating to data quality and discoverability in the digital age, while providing 
more context and multilingual information for cultural heritage (CH) objects. The term “enrichment” may refer to the 
process, e.g., the application of an enrichment tool, or to its results, such as the new metadata created at the end of the 
process (Isaac et al., 2015). In literature, various terms may reference such methods as reconciliation, mapping, align-
ment, matching, massaging, merging, interlinking, etc.  The overall result is clearly the enrichment of existing metadata, 
with more contextualized meanings.  
Methods and cases discussed in this section have a starting point: the structured LAM data, especially the components 
where data values are in a controlled /normalized form and are expected to be the access points. As demonstrated by these 
cases, such data values can reside in original metadata descriptions for CH objects in a LAM data digital platform (e.g., meta-
data in Europeana and Swissbib), or exist in agent-centered information clusters (e.g., web pages delivered by the Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA) and the website of the Museums and Collections with Maya Inscriptions). The initial “source” and 
“target” substances involved in the alignment process can be any of these types: metadata descriptions (e.g., Europeana 
metadata), KOS vocabularies and other contextual resources [e.g., GeoNames, VIAF, Faceted Application of Subject Termi-
nology (FAST), Wikidata, DBpedia, etc.], or information resources (e.g., Wikipedia entries, biographies, geo-maps) where 
the focused subjects are the entities in metadata descriptions or KOS vocabularies. Their positions in the alignment (as a 
“source” or a “target”) and the directions of linking can be switched according to a project’s design. 
3.1.1. Example: structured data in original metadata descriptions for CH objects
Case: Europeana 
Considered first as an experiment, metadata enrichment has become part of the strategy of Europeana and its data pro-
viders. The semantic enrichment intends to enrich data providers’ metadata by automatically linking text strings found 
in the metadata to contextual resources from selected LOD datasets or KOS vocabularies. (Stiller et al., 2014; Isaac et al., 
2015) The method comprises augmenting the source metadata with additional terms, seen in two steps:
- Matching the metadata of Europeana objects to external semantic data results in links between these objects and 
resources from external datasets.  
- The created links point to additional data such as translated labels or broader labels. A record might be supplemen-
ted with all the translated labels of the DBpedia concept as well as linking to a broader concept in DBpedia and all its 
translated labels. (Isaac et al., 2015)
An example of these processes and results are provided on the Europeana semantic enrichment website5 and demons-
trated in Figure 5 in the subsection below.
This automatic linking method is effective when applied to those metadata values that are in a controlled form, including 
place, agent, concept, and time period. For instance, it may enrich the names of places with values from GeoNames, 
while person names and concepts are enriched with values from DBpedia and other vocabularies. The pattern can be 
simply interpreted as:  
“Europeana enriches names of … with values from [xxx]”, where … and [xxx] can be:
- place [GeoNames, Gemeinsame Normdatei (GND)]
- agent [Virtual International Authority File (VIAF), The Getty Union List of Artist Names (ULAN), MIMO Instrument 
makers, GND, DBpedia, etc.]
- concept [Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), Unesco Thesaurus, WWI Concepts from Library of Congress Subject 
Headings (LCSH), Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), MIMO Concepts, IconClass, GND, Europeana Sounds Genres, 
DBpedia, etc.]
- time period [Semium Time] 
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Those [xxx] represent the external datasets or KOS vocabularies currently chosen by Europeana for the automatic align-
ment process. They are internationally established initiatives or more specific projects whose vocabularies are published 
as LOD (refer to list of Europeana Dereferenceable vocabularies).6 Europeana has developed a tool that ‘dereferences’ 
the URIs, i.e., that fetches all the multilingual and semantic data that are published as LOD for vocabulary concepts and 
other contextual resources on third-party services. Europeana encourages participants to use them while also accom-
modating the participant’s own LOD KOS vocabulary/vocabularies.
An enrichment may manifest links that were already implicitly present in the data, as in the case of metadata ‘massa-
ging’ in Europeana. It can be done through advanced mapping or by using tools such as OpenRefine where the (string) 
label of a concept used in an object’s metadata is replaced by the identifier of this concept used in its original KOS voca-
bulary (Isaac et al., 2015, p. 11.) Figure 5 shows additional data, such as multilingual labels of the concept from external 
KOS vocabularies, that result from the enriched metadata section of Entities. 
http://openrefine.org
Great progress has led to millions of semantically enriched metadata.  Based on experiments conducted around 2015, 
Europeana performed quantitative and qualitative evaluations of seven enrichment services on the same subset of a 
Europeana dataset containing 17300 records. The quantitative overview of the results of the semantic enrichment have 
been updated by the team (Manguinhas, 2016). Millions more have already been added for concepts, places, agents, 
and time spans since 2017.7 
Contextualization implies creating 
“typed relationships” between 
resources of different types. This 
process of contextualization invol-
ves matching between two objects, 
two places, or two concepts, e.g., 
considering whether the match of 
two concepts are exactMatch or 
closeMatch, whether a concept is 
broader or narrower than the one 
aligned to, or whether the two 
identifiers from two sources actua-
lly represent the same place. The 
Europeana Data Model (EDM) is 
the core for the defined properties 
which express various types of rela-
tionships in the alignment results. 
The Figure 6 illustrates some of the 
types of links specified. [Figure 6]
Figure 5. Example of a Europeana record semantically enriched with additional data such as translated labels.
Source: Image captured from Europeana website at 
https://www.Europeana.eu/portal/en/record/9200105/BibliographicResource_3000006114081.html
Figure 6. Contextualization - creating typed relationships between resources of different types.
Source: Image based on Isaac et al., 2015.
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Case: Swissbib 
The enrichment of structured data may be 
centralized on a specific type of entity, for 
example, authors. Swissbib, a provider for 
bibliographic data in Switzerland, reported a 
process for extracting and shaping the data 
into a more suitable form (see Figure 8). In 
one example, data available in MARC21 XML 
were extracted from the Swissbib system 
and transformed into an RDF/XML represen-
tation. In another exercise, author informa-
tion was extracted from approximately 21 
million monolithic records and interlinked 
with authority files from the VIAF and DB-
pedia. [Figure 7]
http://linked.swissbib.ch
In the enrichment process, the researchers 
take the links <swissbib> <owl:sameAs> 
<viaf>, sort them by their object and align 
them with the respective external corpus. 
In this way, selected statements about the 
referenced author are extracted from the 
external corpus and rewritten to make them 
statements of the Swissbib author resource. 
Particular statements may refer to further 
resources instead of literals, e.g., locations. In order to be able to display these resources on the user interface, these 
resources are summarized into a single literal that represents the resource in a suitable manner, e.g. using labels or 
descriptions. The resulting literal is additional to the original property, added to the person description using a new 
extended property (dbp:birthPlace->swissbib:dbpBirthPlaceAsLiteral). Finally, all persons, together with the links and 
extracted data, are deposited at an agreed location for indexing. The approach established 30,773 links to DBpedia and 
20,714 links to VIAF, and both link sets show high precision values and were generated in reasonable expenditures of 
time, according to the authors (Bensmann; Zapilko; Mayr, 2017). 
3.1.2. Example: structured data in agent-centered information clusters on the Web
Case: Museum of Modern Art (MoMA)
A unique named-entity-centered case is the information cluster on website of the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in 
New York City, United States. The Museum’s website features 72,706 artworks from 20,956 artists (MoMA, 2017). In 
addition to web pages, two types of datasets are openly available:8 
(1) The artworks dataset (artworks.csv) contains more than 130,000 records, including basic metadata for each work, 
such as title, artist, date, medium, dimensions, and date acquired by the Museum. 
(2) The artists dataset (artists.csv) contains more than 15,000 records, representing all artists who have work featured in 
MoMA’s collection and have been cataloged in the database. The structured data for each artist includes name, natio-
nality, gender, birth year, and death year. By mapping the artists dataset to the Union List of Artist Names (ULAN) data 
through Getty Vocabularies: LOD,9 the majority of the artists in the MoMA dataset obtained http URIs from the ULAN. 
[Figure 8]
From the front-end of the webpage which shares infor-
mation about the artist as well as related exhibitions 
(Figure 8, center), it is clear that the artist’s information 
is greatly enriched by the high-quality ULAN name au-
thority data, which include the information about an 
artist, such as: name, bio, nationality, role, type, and 
multilingual appellations (Figure 8 right). If one choo-
ses to “View the full Getty record”10, a user can find not 
just identity information, but also rich data, such as: the 
artist’s associative relationships with related people or 
corporate bodies, sources of relevant information, alig-
ned entries with other name authorities, and many pu-
blications and databases where the artist is the subject. 
Figure 7. Data flow diagram of the interlinking procedure in the Swissbib project
Source: Bensmann; Zapilko; Mayr, 2017, p. 8.
With the rapid development of the di-
gital humanities field, demands for 
smarter and bigger historical and cultu-
ral heritage data, which usually cannot 
be obtained through web crawling or 
scraping, have generated deep interest 
in LAM data, the treasure of all socie-
ty. The semantic enrichment strategy 
represents one major step and directly 
enhances LAM data by using semantic 
technologies
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The aligned contents are presented not just in the front-end webpages (explained above).  At the back-end (Figure 8 left), 
the artist’s URIs from Wikidata and ULAN are embedded in the <head> section of the HTML page, coded with schema.
org property sameAs. The impact of such an enrichment also exposes resources about the focused entity of interest 
(e.g., the artist) to the web. For example, searching the artist’s 
ULAN identifiers through search engines (e.g., Google) would 
bring highly relevant links on the first two results pages. In 
this way, the ranks of significant cultural heritage institutions 
such as museums and libraries are actually greatly increased, 
placing them ahead of hundreds of other results pushed out 
by search engines.
It has become a common method to use tools such as Open-
Refine to consolidate unstructured data, where the (string) 
label of a concept used in an object’s metadata (e.g., Mo-
MA’s artist records available in a CSV file) is aligned with the 
identifier of this concept in its source KOS vocabulary (e.g., 
ULAN). In the MoMA case, the process is described in the 
guidelines provided by the Getty Vocabularies LOD service.11 
Case: A checklist of Museums and Collections with Maya 
Inscriptions
A similar agent-centered information cluster resource is the 
Museums and Collections with Maya Inscriptions website, 
developed by the Interdisciplinary Dictionary of Classic Ma-
yan (Textdatenbank und Wörterbuch des Klassischen Maya) 
research center at the University of Bonn.12 One of the cor-
pus databases has been constructed for objects that are now 
housed in museums and collections. The website provides a 
resource listing all museums and collections with Mayan ins-
criptions worldwide. Each page provides the museum or co-
llection’s name, location, contact information, and links to the 
museum’s website, catalogs and databases. When possible, 
identifiers from GeoNames, the Getty Thesaurus of Geogra-
phic Names (TGN), and the Union List of Artist Names (ULAN) 
are included. A map (Google Maps) showing the exact loca-
tion of the relevant museum or collection is also given for 
Figure 8. Front-end and back-end of the “massaged” results, using a MoMA artist webpage as an example.
Source: Generated by the author based on MoMA webpage and its source code view.
https://www.moma.org/artists/1364
Figure 9. A webpage about a museum including the “massaged” 
results including the identifiers of Getty TGN, ILAN, and GeoNames.
Source: Entry of Museu Etnològic 
http://mayawoerterbuch.de/museums/museu-etnologic
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each record (Wagner et al., 2014). For example, the page 
for Museu Etnològic in Barcelona, Spain13 provides a di-
rect link to ULAN ID 50030707414 for the museum’s name 
authority record, the Getty TGN ID 700742615 for Barcelo-
na, and GeoNames 1023019916 for Museu Etnològic, plus 
a geographic map showing the exact location of the rele-




3.1.3. Example: structured data in subject authority entries
Case: Faceted Application of Subject Terminology (FAST)
Conversely, this kind of contextualization or “massage” can also be conducted to enrich an existing KOS vocabulary by 
aligning to external contextual resources. What is enriched is not a metadata record for an object, but rather the subject 
authority entry. The important concept to be revisited here is the typed relationships that are applied in the massaged 
process. Faceted Application of Subject Terminology (FAST) has used schema:sameAs, owl:sameAs, and foaf:focus to 
allow FAST’s controlled terms (representing instances of skos:Concept) to be connected to URIs that identify real-world 
entities specified at VIAF, GeoNames, and DBpedia. 
https://www.oclc.org/research/themes/data-science/fast.html
In the following example, the highlighted codes indicate the relevant coding of properties that connects the artist entry 
in Wikipedia through foaf:focus property, while the next set of codes shows how the data from VIAF is connected throu-
gh schema:sameAs.
- through foaf:focus, the Wikipedia URI allows a FAST concept to connect with  information about the concept, which 
is usually excluded in authority records;
- through schema:sameAs, the identifier of VIAF lets FAST take advantage of all of the various string values included in 
VIAF (containing dozens of multilingual name authorities) without having to manually include the values in the RDF 
triples for the specific entry in FAST.  
With these accurate typed relationships, machines can understand (and reason) that a FAST’s controlled term is related 
to a real-world entity, and allows humans to gather more information about the entity that is being described (O’Neill; 
Mixter, 2013). [Figure 10]
Enriching structured data has become a 
common initiative in LAM data enhan-
cement efforts. These structured data 
have been developed and sustainably 
maintained; they exist and are ready to 
be enriched
FAST Authority File example
Entry 39278 for artist Gaudí, Antoni, 1852-1926 is enriched through the alignment with external identifiers using typed-rela-
tionships, foaf:focus and owl:sameAs
Figure 10. Examples from Faceted Application of Subject Terminology (FAST) showing the machine understandable coding of linkages to external KOS 
vocabularies and contextual resources.  
Source: screenshots from FAST, 2018-11-01.
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3.1.4. Discussion  
Enriching structured data has become a common initiative in LAM data enhancement efforts, and more reports can 
be found in publications and on the web. The successful cases presented so far have proved that, when semantic en-
richment is applied to the structured data that are in a controlled/normalized form, including entities for place, agent, 
concept, and time period, the results and impacts are significant. These structured data have been developed and sus-
tainably maintained; they exist and are ready to be enriched. This is a major difference of such data from the others to 
be discussed in the following sections (on semi-structured and unstructured data), when more complicated semantic 
enrichment workflows (including model developing, batch processing, validating, disseminating, etc.) might need signi-
ficant additional investments and resources.
The cases introduced in this section also revealed the usage of external contextual resources for enriching those con-
trolled values in structured data. What are such resources, then? An International Linked Data Survey for Implementers 






In comparison with the previous 2015 survey, the biggest change was the rise in Wikidata as a linked data source. Wiki-
data was elevated to the 5th-ranked data source utilized by linked data projects/services in the 2018 survey, compared 
to 15th in the 2015 survey. Eighty-one institutions responded to the 2018 survey, describing 104 linked data projects 
(Smith-Yoshimura, 2018). 
In addition to these commonly used resources, other well-established LOD KOS vocabularies are similarly invaluable for 
specialized areas. The cases introduced in this section demonstrated the use of some of them. On a larger scale, a subs-
tantial activity that should be noticed is Mix’n’Match which has brought the largest mash-up effort forward in order to 
fully use established, reliable vocabularies and datasets. 
https://tools.wmflabs.org/mix-n-match/#/
As a tool, Mix’n’Match lists entries of hundreds of external databases in a variety of categories and allows volunteers to 
manually match them against Wikidata items. An exceptional feature of this resource is the number and variety exter-
nal datasets: for example, dozens in the Heritage category and over 500 in the Biography category are all sourced from 
different countries. The Authority control for people has reached over 480 catalogs as of the end of 2018, including, for 
example, Comité Olímpico Argentino (Argentinian Olympians), RANM (identifiers of members of the Spanish Royal Aca-
demy of Medicine), Royal Swedish Academy of Letters, Who’s Who in France, Database of Classical Scholars, etc. Taking 
the general “Authority control” datasets (over 100) as another example, it includes well-known vocabularies such as 
GeoNames, FAST, Unesco Thesaurus, and MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) sub-lists, as well as other specialized voca-
bularies such as DoS (Dictionary of Sydney), Inran Italian Food Nutrient profiles, ISO 15924 numeric code, Gran Enciclopè-
dia Catalana, Europeana Fashion Thesaurus, MIMO Music Instruments, Great Russian Encyclopedia, etc. More than half 
of these vocabularies have over 70% of entries manually matched by contributors. These resources can be investigated 
when a semantic enrichment project task force starts defining the target datasets, as a part in the process of enrichment 
(refer to the 2nd step in the next paragraph). 
The report of the Europeana Task Force on Enrichment and Evaluation (Isaac et al., 2015) contains the most compre-
hensive and relevant guidelines for the whole workflow and project design. It recommends ten steps for developing and 
maintaining a successful enrichment strategy: 
1. Define the enrichment goals (annotation guidelines) that will guide your enrichment strategy.
2. Choose the right components for your enrichment workflow: enrichment solution and target datasets.
3. Define the enrichment workflow.
4. Make sure your enricher has sufficient knowledge.
5. Test your enrichment workflow.
6. Assess the quality of your enrichment and have an evaluation strategy.
7. Choose the right evaluation method.
8. Apply user-initiated enrichment workflows.
9. Document your enrichment process and learnings.
10. Monitor your enrichment process and re-assess.
3.2. Semantic enrichment of semi-structured data, expanding access points
In the previous section on semantic enrichment of structured data, methods discussed are normally applied to com-
ponents in metadata records where data values are available in a controlled form and are expected to be the primary 
access points. What about those uncontrolled, not-normalized, and free-text parts within metadata records, or the 
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unstructured segments of otherwise structured datasets? For example, although agent names in a music bibliographic 
record are available access points, especially those fields in a controlled form, the responsibility or role of the agents mi-
ght be hidden in non-controlled components within the same record. Uncovering potentially valuable, yet hidden infor-
mation and access points in the semi-structured data leads to another major category of semantic enrichment actions. 
This section is based on research experiments and pilot studies addressing the semantic enrichment of semi-structured 
data, parsing data that are in non-controlled/not-normalized form, turning them into access points, and providing useful 
contextual information. Semi-structured data waiting to be parsed and semantically enriched include, for example, the 
text in certain MARC bibliographic records’ fields, the summary section in a photograph collection metadata description, 
and the detailed descriptive information in archival finding aids like EAD (Encoded Archival Description) records, just to 
name a few. They are different from unstructured data because these semi-structured data contents are the results of 
information processing or documentation workflow and are recorded in metadata records. They assemble invaluable re-
sources not represented in other structured data fields, and usually contain important contextual information. Collecti-
vely, the examples included in this section illustrate methodologies and findings resulting from the extensive exploration 
and analysis conducted by the investigators.
3.2.1. Example: semi-structured data within MARC bibliographic records
In Weitz et al.’s article Mining MARC’s hidden treasures: Initial investigations into how notes of the past might shape our 
future (2016), the researchers at OCLC (Online Computer Library Center) reported their study on finding, interpreting, 
and manipulating the rich trove of data already present in MARC bibliographic records. The following sub-sections are 
all based on this article.
As cataloging moves from AACR2 to Resource Description and Access (RDA), and MARC 21 gains the explicit level of 
detail that will allow cataloging to move into a post-MARC environment, the manipulation of existing data grows in 
importance. Finding, interpreting, and manipulating the data already present in MARC bibliographic records to create 
systematized forms is an invaluable step in moving MARC toward the Linked Data future. The semi-structured data’s 
creation could depend on the original metadata structure and format, or the restrictions of the practices such as before 
implementation of RDA. 
The OCLC researchers have been investigating the means by which to find names and their associated role phrases, in order 
to match those names to authorized forms, and to match role terms and phrases to controlled vocabularies. Approximately 
19 million records for musical resources in WorldCat were analyzed in 2016. The records were generated during the 45-year 
history of WorldCat, and comprised both musical sound recordings and musical scores. The analysis of these 19 million 
records determined that they contain approximately 2.5 million names that can be identified as distinct. Roughly 50% of 
those 2.5 million names have a role designation in the form of a subfield $e (Relator Term), subfield $4 (Relator Code), or 
both, as well as additional descriptive data that could be mined to further refine the data coded in name fields. 
The process can be summarized as: 
- from uncontrolled occurrences in notes and/or statements of responsibility in records [e.g., 508 (Creation/Production 
Credits Note) or 511 (Participant or Performer Note)]; 
- find named entities and their associated role phrases; 
- match them to the corresponding 7XX fields in the same record; 
- match names to authorized forms; 
- match role terms and phrases to controlled vocabularies.
An encouraging observation is that RDA elements can be incorporated in hybrid records without complete re-cataloging. 
In this case, it is accomplished by the addition of role designations in access points for music-related metadata.
In matching the identified role phrases to appropriate controlled vocabularies, multiple KOS vocabularies have been used, 
including the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), the Library of Congress Demographic Group Terms, and the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT). Extended work has been conducted on multiple languages for the performer roles, 
medium of performance terms, associating the name of an instrument with its performer, and more. The experiment also 
led to the activities of compiling new value vocabularies and mapping to other sources, encompassing the entries in OCLC’s 
Faceted Application of Subject Terminology (FAST), LCSH, Wikipedia/Wikidata, Library of Congress Medium of Performance 
Thesaurus for Music (LCMPT), Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), and other multilingual controlled vocabularies.   
OCLC’s experiments with parsing that data in order to both associate performer names with authority data and identify 
role terms and phrases with controlled vocabularies have proven fruitful. The potential opportunities for Linked Data 
across bibliographic and authority data, across vocabularies, and across languages are vast (Weitz et al., 2016).
3.2.2. Example: bibliographic metadata in MARC and beyond
Going beyond MARC, the enhancement of library catalogs towards Linked Data will empower library users to discover 
many more information resources, providing them not just with access to basic descriptive information about works, 
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but also the context surrounding works’ creation, distribution, and use. As pointed out in the W3C Linked Library Data 
Incubator Group (LLD-XG)’s final report (W3C, 2011), in our current document-based ecosystem, data is always exchan-
ged in the form of entire records, each of which is presumed to be a complete description. In order to integrate library 
metadata with the Semantic Web, Dunsire and Willer (2011) laid out detailed examples of how traditional library biblio-
graphic records may be disaggregated into catalog records consisting of RDF triples, as well as what benefits LAMs may 
receive from including such data. Alemu et al. (2012) called for a conceptual shift from document-centric to data-centric 
metadata, moving from MARC-based to RDF-based description, and presented methods to achieve this goal without 
disrupting current library metadata operations.
In researching metadata’s linkability, a team at Kent State University in the United States showed how to align metadata 
structures and properties from diverse communities, specifically how to relate metadata vocabularies familiar in the library 
community to the unfamiliar resources of the LOD universe (Gracy; Zeng; Skirvin, 2013; Zeng; Gracy; Skirvin, 2013). In this 
case study, the research team collected, analyzed, and mapped properties used in describing and accessing music recor-
dings, scores, and music-related information across a variety of music genres. The team evaluated 11 music-related Linked 
Data datasets, 20 collections of digitized music recordings and scores, and 64 representative MARC records for sound re-
cordings and musical scores (and their extended schema.org records). A number of crosswalks were created to align all the 
data structures, not only by classes and properties, but also indicating the levels of mapping (such as exact match, broad 
match, narrow match, close match, and no match). The researchers then randomly selected 280 MARC records from each 
genre to verify the crosswalking results. The process resulted in a unified crosswalk that aligns these properties according 
to nine common groups of bibliographic data. These include: title information, responsible bodies, physical characteristics, 
location, subject, description of content, intellectual property, usage, and relation. Many of these properties are usually 
hidden in the semi-structured data portion of records. 
In the areas of performance and recording, the researchers believe that three MARC note (5xx) fields in particular con-
tain valuable data points that could be useful as links to other data sources external to the library catalog, although they 
are not usable as Linked Data in their current form. Depending on the application and practices of cataloging for sound 
recordings and musical scores, the linkability could vary, as illustrated by the Figures 11a and 11b.
Other collections with non-MARC metadata reviewed for this study included such information as instrumentation; per-
formance medium; meter; tempo; duration; notes about strains, rendition, phrase structure, assorted musicological de-
tails; region and language of mu-
sic; digital reproduction history; 
file size; description of the phy-
sical container; identifiers such 
as plate, publisher, label, matrix, 
and take numbers; and rights in-
formation. It is promising that by 
making bibliographic data sha-
reable, extensible, and reusable, 
libraries are able to aggregate 
data based on the pieces/chunks 
of information they need from 
a dataset without integrating a 
whole database or converting 
full metadata records. They can 
mash up metadata statements 
(not whole records) from diffe-
rent namespaces or aggregate 
data from a variety of resources, 
based solely on what is needed. 
(Gracy; Zeng; Skirvin, 2013; 
Zeng; Gracy; Skirvin, 2013). 
It should be noted that the ca-
taloging practices and standards 
have changed during the past 
five years, hence some of the si-
tuations illustrated above might 
have improved already and the 
linkability measurement could 
be updated. Collectively, LAM 
data as Linked Data is perceived 
as mainstream since the W3C 
Figure 11a. Illustration of linkability of title information based on the study samples.
Source: Zeng; Gracy; Skirvin, 2013.
Figure 11b. Illustration of linkability of Responsible Body information based on the study samples.
Source: Zeng; Gracy; Skirvin, 2013.
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LLD-XG 2011 reports’ release. Today, the number of registered LOD datasets in the old DataHub is over 11,000, inclu-
ding 1,100+ named with KOS types (thesaurus, taxonomy, classification, terminology, and ontology) and 1,500+ that 
corresponded to search by LAMs and special collections, as of October 2018.14 More research on their role in semantic 
enrichment of semi-structured will be interesting.
3.2.3. Example: semi-structured data in archive finding aid descriptions 
In current archival information systems, useful linkable information is embedded in narrative descriptions known as 
finding aids. Finding aids are tools that help a user find information in a specific record group, collection, or series of ar-
chival materials. Examples of finding aids include published and unpublished inventories, container and folder lists, card 
catalogs, calendars, indexes, registers, and institutional guides (National Archives, 2016). Finding aids can be found in 
many different formats, ranging from handwritten documents, Word, and spreadsheets to HTML and XML. MARC 21 has 
also been used to encode archival metadata. Increasingly, creating XML-tagged finding aids enabled by Encoded Archival 
Description (EAD) schemas has become a popular practice in the archival community. EAD is a pioneer of metadata sche-
mas developed for the LAM community, with its beta version issued in 1996. EAD has always been among the first to im-
plement the newest markup language standards in the schemas, including from SGML DTD to XML DTD to XML Schema 
(in Relax NG and in XSD). The semantics/structure and syntax in EAD schemas are integrated as one unit. In other words, 
EAD as a metadata standard keeps both the specification of the element set and encoding schema in one document. 
Finding aids provide contextual information to understand the nature and scope of archival collections. The format of 
the genre is mainly semi-structured, characterized by large text blocks in which many types of information are intermin-
gled and unlabeled. In the blocks of histories about records creators and the scope notes for collections, many names 
of persons, organizations, places, and events, as well as topical terms might be mentioned. Apart from full-text sear-
ching, the lack of semantic distinction among the different entities and topics hinders efficient and effective information 
retrieval, which also restricts the ability of information systems to create the links that would gather widely dispersed 
information about the same person, organization, or thing into one place. 
Inspired by the possible se-
mantic enrichment technology 
for entity analysis and extrac-
ting, as well as the potential 
of using Linked Data principles 
to enhance the discoverability 
and linkability of the rich in-
formation in finding aids, Ka-
ren Gracy led a research team 
in conducting an experiment 
using a sample of 43 archival 
record groups. The finding aids 
are from 16 institutions, inclu-
ding university archives, gover-
nment records archives, and 
manuscript/special collections 
repositories in various LAMs. 
Using the semantic analysis 
tool OpenCalais’ free version, 
descriptive information contai-
ned in the archival finding aids 
(such as creator histories, and 
scope and content notes sec-
tions), as well as abstracts from 
these descriptions, were used 
to generate extracted access 
point candidates (Gracy; David-
son 2014). [Figure 12a and 12b]
http://www.opencalais.com/
opencalais-demo
The analysis resulted in dozens 
and, at times, hundreds of po-
tential entities and social tags 
that could be used to provide 
additional points of entry to 
Figure 12a. Portions of a finding aid and explanation of the text used in the semantic analysis process.
Figure 12b.  Example from the semantic analysis results using OpenCalais demo tool, indicating the 
entities and social tags generated.
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these archival records (refer to the Findings in the Figure 13). The dataset of the structured data in RDF/XML format can 
also be obtained directly from the same output. [Figure 13]
The research team developed a program to allow batch processing. The software automatically obtained the archival 
records and sent them to the semantic analysis service supported by OpenCalais. The output, which was in the JSON 
format, was then converted directly into a CSV file. The resulting database contained the following fields: Entity-type, 
Entity-name, Relevance-ratio, and File-source. Using the OpenRefine tool, the data were clustered automatically to allow 
the researchers to clean up the data manually (e.g., merge the synonyms and delete incorrect extractions) and validate 
the names and topical terms against various controlled vocabularies, such as the Library of Congress Name Authority 
File, LCSH, and the Getty vocabularies. Figure 14 illustrates this multi-step process. [Figure 14]
http://openrefine.org
The researchers also experimented with other tools to identify named entities and topical terms from finding aids, inclu-




Figure 15a is an example from 
the semantic analysis results 
using Cogito Intelligence API 
demo tool for the selected archi-
val finding aids, showing the ini-
tial result preview. The top row 
circle indicates the options of 
display, including tagging, cate-
gorization, text mining, semantic 
reasoning, and fact mining, plus 
by entities such as People, Orga-
nizations, and Places (see Figure 
15b). The tool also provides Wri-
Findings Results of semantic analysis by OpenCalais (example)
Entities correctly identified via Calais analysis included:
- personal names (Person), 
- corporate names (Company, Facility, Organization),  
- geographic names (City, Continent, Country, Natural Featu-
re, Province Or State, Region), and 
- events (Holiday, Political Event). 
The scores for each identified entity may be used as a valua-
ble clue about the importance of that entity to the overall 
scope of the archival collection.  
The “Social Tags,” “Industry Term,” and “Products” categoriza-
tions were the least reliable in terms of accuracy.
Analysis of detailed description areas was most likely to lead 
to incorrect identification of text strings because the descrip-
tions have the physical location information intermingled.
Targeted analysis of particular areas of the finding aids may 
result in better accuracy for topical analysis.
Figure 13. Findings of the results of automatic semantic analysis using OpenCalais 
demo tool.
Figure 14. Illustration of the process of entity analysis and extracting
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teprint analysis which estimates the readability level of a provided document, collecting and forging a full set of reada-
bility indexes as well as grammatical, lexical and semantic analysis scores.
Both OpenCalais and Cogito Intelligence API are powered by multiple taxonomies and domain ontologies, and feature 
automatic processes of text mining, categorization, semantic tagging, fact mining, extraction of entities and relations-
hips, and visualization of the entity relationships and geographic locations. In addition to the functions similar to Open-
Calais, Cogito Intelligence API also conducts semantic reasoning. Although neither of these tools have been developed 
for cultural heritage or humanities domains, meaning that their taxonomies and ontologies are not in these domains, 
the research results strongly suggest that it would be well worth the effort for institutions to experiment with semantic 
analysis methods as an initial step to suggest key entities and topics, or as a final check to ensure that important con-
cepts or entities have not been overlooked. For certain types of records, particularly those for which subject indexing 
is not common, semantic analysis may provide entry points to archival records that were not previously available. Such 
techniques will enhance subject analysis at the levels of description and identification, but are unlikely to be useful for 
interpretation of the material. These findings were confirmed through a second case study the research team conducted 
based on 44 philosophy theses from KentLINK and OhioLINK (Zeng; Gracy; Žumer, 2014).
3.2.4. Example: semi-structu-
red data in item-centered in-
formation cluster webpages 
Comparable to the processes 
for enhancing the semi-structu-
red data in archival finding aids 
records, many information clus-
ter webpages also show the in-
finite potential of semantic en-
richment for expanded access 
points through the semi-struc-
tured portions. The uniqueness 
of the examples to be discus-
sed next demonstrates that, 
ultimately, the enrichment 
process can be implemented 
case-by-case, collectively or in-
dependently, with or without 
significant project funding. 
By testing various types of 
descriptive information clus-
ters carried by webpages, it is 
clear that the semi-structured 
data that have been created 
for information access and ex-
posure can be semantically 
enriched effectively. Examples 
of item-centered information 
cluster webpages that were 
tested by the author include 
metadata descriptions about 
photograph special collections, 
table-of-contents included in 
metadata records, back-of-
book indexes for transcribed 
oral history materials, and cap-
tions and other descriptive in-
formation for cultural objects 
presented on their digital re-
presentation webpages. They 
demonstrate a limited number 
of types, while denoting that 
similar results can be obtained 
by many other types of se-
mi-structured data resources. 
Figure 15a.  Example from the semantic analysis results using Cogito Intelligence API demo tool.
Figure 15b.  Example from the semantic analysis results using Cogito Intelligence API demo tool, 
indicating the text mining and named entity (places) generated.
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The results of newly generated structured data can be embedded in individual webpages or integrated into databases.  
Metadata and curator’s notes for a special collection
Named entities can be extracted from free-text segments in metadata descriptions about a special collection. In this 
example, entity extraction generated expanded access points based on place names of a special collection of thousands 
of historical photographs. [Figure 16a]  
Table of contents included in 
metadata records or linked 
by metadata records 
Table of contents (TOC) inclu-
ded in or linked by a metada-
ta record of an edited book 
could be sources for entity 
extraction. In this example, 
shown in the Figure 16b, the 
TOC as entered in the original 
record (left in Figure) or ge-
nerated by machine (center 
in Figure) provides expanded 
access to the authors and 
themes of this item (right in 
Figure). [Figure 16b]
Back-of-book indexes for 
transcribed oral history ma-
terials 
Similar to the TOC, back-of-
the-book style indexes for 
oral history materials are 
precious sources for genera-
ting new access points. 
Due to widespread digiti-
zation efforts over the last 
20 years, many of the oral 
history materials hosted by 
LAMs have transcripts availa-
ble in PDF or other digital for-
mats, according to the copyri-
ght and privacy conditions. 
The oral history transcripts 
files might be managed at the 
collection level only, or they 
may be indexed using back-
of-the-book style and kept to-
gether with PDF files that are 
downloadable. The indexes 
are usually established with 
high quality and involve collaborations between different units and institutions. At the highest level these indexes are pro-
cessed for text-based searching. There is great potential for applying semantic enrichment method to these information 
products. 
Captions and other descriptive information for cultural objects presented on their digital representation webpages 
Captions and other informative descriptions for cultural objects featured on the individual webpages of cultural insti-
tutions could also benefit from entity extraction. In this example, the text (see <Before> in the Figure 17) about four 
ancients and their favorites depicted on a vase made during the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) are recognized by machines 
(see <After> in Figure 17) through entity extraction (using Boson, OpenCalais, and Cogito). [Figure 17]
https://bosonnlp.com/demo
Although this test was performed using free tools and resulted in different degrees of completeness, the potential of 
generating information access and discovery based on the entities and keywords is promising. Such benefits might be 
Figure 16a. Example of entity extraction (place) from a Summary section of a metadata description.
Figure 16b. Example of entity extraction from TOC provided by the metadata record of a publication.
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especially meaningful to institutions 
with relatively small digitally repre-
sented collections, including those 
in non-English-speaking locations or 
less digital-driven places. 
3.2.5. Discussion
An important feature of semi-struc-
tured data resources that should 
be recognized actually resides in 
their nature of being the products 
of information processing. These 
semi-structured data represent the 
accumulated time, knowledge, and 
experience of the creators who ge-
nerated these metadata through 
formal workflow which conforms 
to professional standards and best 
practices. With semantic enrich-
ment processes, the data values in 
semi-structured data are contex-
tualized through the metadata ele-
ments/fields; hence, the function 
and meaning are clearly implied. By 
parsing these data through advan-
ced information technologies, these 
LAM data are dramatically enriched 
and are converted into new access 
points.  
The OCLC’s experiments on biblio-
graphic records revealed potential 
opportunities for Linked Data across 
bibliographic and authority data, 
across vocabularies, and across lan-
guages. Other pilot studies shared in 
this section also prove that, by ma-
king bibliographic data shareable, ex-
tensible, and reusable, LAMs will be 
able to aggregate data based on the 
pieces/chunks of information they need from a dataset without integrating a whole database or converting full metadata 
records.  
The examples presented in this semi-structured data enrichment section reveal that, ultimately, additional useful data 
can be derived from large digital collections as well as from individual item-centered information clusters. These activi-
ties can be managed case-by-case, from the top-down or the bottom-up, collectively or independently, with or without 
significant project funding. 
Semantic analytics, one of the advanced semantic enrichment methods, has been used for analyzing, searching, and 
presenting information by using explicit semantic relationships between known entities. It is a major method used in the 
semi-structured data processing presented above. The tools used in the experiments discussed in this section, such as 
OpenCalais and Cogito Intelligence API, are powered by multiple taxonomies and domain ontologies, and benefit from 
machine learning and other new artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, far beyond normal natural language processing. 
The APIs classify entities using different taxonomies and disambiguate them with different knowledge bases. Processes 
include recognizing named entities mentioned in text, assigning them as pre-defined types, and linking them with their 
matching entities in a knowledge base. “Entity” has been a hot keyword ubiquitous in semantic technology related 
conferences, such as the most recent 2018 International Semantic Web Conference, where “entity”-related research 
tracks range from entity extraction, annotation, recognition, disambiguation, to relation linking and embedding, while 
the entity of interest could be varying.  
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-3-030-00671-6
Countless semantic analysis and machine learning experiments and tools have been reported and can be found in li-
terature. Taking entity disambiguation as an example, numerous algorithms can be applied to measure text string si-
Figure 17. Example of entity extraction from captions and other descriptive information for a 
cultural object using three different semantic analysis tools.
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milarity, semantic or structural similarity, contextual 
similarity, and commonness. Similar to what Cogito has 
also included as one of its semantic analysis results’ de-
livery, Knowledge Graphs (KG) are widely used abstrac-
tions in representing entity-centric knowledge. On top 
of rule-based systems, embedding-based systems for 
Knowledge Graph completion has become a dominating 
focus in research and development during recent years, 
also revealed by those reported at the 2018 Interna-
tional Semantic Web Conference. The role of LAM data 
created for cultural objects will be both the consumer 
and the contributor of semantic technologies and the 
web of data. 
3.3. New structured data generated from unstruc-
tured data, supporting knowledge discovery
The semantic enrichment approaches and issues discus-
sed in this section will be about information discovery 
and re-discovery from unstructured data. In data resources that are served through LAMs, unstructured data are usually 
available in the largest quantity in comparison with the structured data; have the most diversity in type, nature, and qua-
lity; and are the most challenging to process. In LAMs, they can be found in documents and other information-bearing 
objects (textual or non-textual, digitized or non-digitized), in all kinds of formats. This section will focus on certain types 
of LAM data hosted at retrospective resource warehouses. The mixed or heterogeneous contents from distributed data 
providers will be discussed in the last section of this chapter (Section 4). 
In terms of text-based information processing and retrieval, for a long time, text-matching (especially word matching) 
had been the primary way to do full-text searching. Only recently, content-based searching (according to semantic me-
anings) has been implemented and used on a large scale, as symbolized by Knowledge Graphs. To advance discovery 
from text-based resources, instead of relying on full-text searching, methods such as semantic-based analysis, extrac-
tion, mining, and tagging are used to improve the information discovery from unstructured data. [Refer to the examples 
introduced in the previous section (Section 2) on content-based new approaches and tools].
For non-text-based resources, semantic annotation and ontology-based knowledge bases have revealed great potential for 
digging into data and supporting digital humanities research. In general, “annotating” is the act of expressing knowledge 
about a resource, attaching names, attributes, comments, descriptions, etc., to a document or to a selected part in a resour-
ce. Annotating provides additional information (metadata) about an existing resource. “Semantic annotation” goes one le-
vel deeper: it enriches the unstructured data with a context that is further linked to the structured knowledge of a domain. 
Tools such as Oasis (Open Annotation Semantic Imaging System), Pundit, Mirador, Brat Rapid Annotation Tool, Recogito, 
and MapHub enable users not only to comment, bookmark, and tag, but also to create semantically structured data 
while annotating. With effective application of W3C standards, these annotation results are semantically marked up 
and expressed with typed relationships, teaching a computer how data items are related and how these relations can 
be evaluated automatically. In computerized systems, further semantic enrichment is based on the annotations. From 
there, the decision can be made according to logic, to come up with knowledge insertion. It also helps to link other 
same entities or related entities, which would be very useful for semantic analysis, as illustrated by Daniel Mayer’s video 







The following subsections introduce cases representing semantic enrichment on various types of LAM data, including 
oral history transcripts, OCR-ed materials, digital counterparts of cultural objects, maps, and images. These cases and 
research experiments are among the pioneering works related to Linked Open Data and digital humanities. Inspiring 
news of similar projects are reported more and more worldwide.
3.3.1. Example: oral history transcripts 
The last five years have witnessed the widespread use of “Linked xyz” titles in cultural heritage discovery in digital en-
vironments, after the W3C Library Linked Data Incubator Group Final Report was released (W3C, 2011). Among these 
titles are highly recognized examples acknowledged by the LODLAM community such as: projects (Linked Jazz, Linked 
Heritage, Linked Taiwan Artists, Linked Maps); models (e.g., the Linked Art Data Model from the Linked Art Community); 
An important feature of semi-structured 
data resources actually resides in their 
nature of being the products of infor-
mation processing. These semi-struc-
tured data represent the accumulated 
time, knowledge, and experience of the 
creators who generated these metadata 
through formal workflow which confor-
ms to professional standards and best 
practices. Their semantic enrichment 
activities can be managed case-by-case, 
from the top-down or the bottom-up, 
collectively or independently, with or 
without significant project funding
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Figure 18.  Demo of Linked Jazz project outcomes. http://linkedjazz.org







The Pratt Institute’s Linked Jazz project can be regarded as a forerunner in the field, presented as a finalist in the 2013 
LODLAM Challenge competition. 
http://summit2013.lodlam.net
The project draws on jazz history materials in digital format to uncover meaningful connections between documents and 
data related to the personal and professional lives of jazz artists, and expose relationships between musicians that reveal 
their community network (Pattuelli, 2012). The 50+ interview transcripts were from various resources (the Rutgers Insti-
tute for Jazz Studies Archives, Smithsonian Jazz Oral Histories, the Hamilton College Jazz Archive, UCLA’s Central Avenue 
Sounds series, and the University of Michigan’s Nathaniel C. Standifer Video Archive of Oral History).15 The documents 
were in PDF and text format, ranging from 12 to 187 pages in length.
The Linked Jazz project provides clear roadmaps for others to follow: 
- digging into unstructured data, applying semantic analysis and annotation; 
- mashing-up using DBpedia; 
- establishing name authorities based on VIAF and DBpedia; 
- developing an ontology for relationships (e.g., knows, mentorOf, isInfluencedBy, collaboratedWith) after consulting 
Friend of A Friend (FOAF) ontology and Music Ontology; 
- crowdsourcing on assigning more granular terms to describe the relationship between an interviewee and the person 
mentioned (for the Linked Jazz 52nd Street sub-project); and 
- visualizing the networks with images, videos, and short biographies of jazz musicians within the networks. [Figure 18]
The Linked Jazz project sits at the intersection of three important domains: 
(1) LOD concepts and semantic technologies to be used in LAMs; 
(2) the roles and contributions of knowledge organization methods in LOD-enabled products; and 
(3) the applicable areas beyond bibliographic data and conventional resources’ management, i.e., the unstructured data 
that LAMs have managed for years but could be better used in discovery. 
It utilized solid research methodologies, implemented international standards, and applied innovative technologies to 
the digitized oral history transcripts from jazz archives for the discovery, visualization, and use of primary sources. 
The efforts of digging into these oral history transcripts have revealed new discoveries to the world that are highly regar-
ded by the jazz education community. Extended research projects are adding facets representing various professional 
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and social aspects of the jazz community, and expanding data sources to include other document types and music-rela-
ted datasets (Thorsen; Pattuelli, 2016; Pattuelli; Hwang; Miller, 2016).  
3.3.2. Example: OCR-ed documents
Analogous to the transcribed documents are a large number of historical documents that have been obtained through 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR), which involves translating the documents into machine processable text.  
Before any data mining, entity extracting, and analysis can be done for OCR-ed documents, one has to face the challen-
ges for character recognition, due to various reasons such as font disparities across different materials, lack of orthogra-
phic standards where the same word might be spelled differently, material quality, and the unavailability of lexicons of 
known historical spelling variants (Mutuvi et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2012). Yet, such aspects and their impacts on semantic 
analysis have been less explored so far in comparison with other topics on digital libraries (Hinze et al., 2015; Bainbridge 
et al., 2016). The two research projects introduced next represent the efforts to fill such a gap.
Approaches for OCR post-processing can be seen through three main categories: manual error correction, dictionary-ba-
sed error correction, and context-based error correction (Nguyen et al., 2018). Obtaining thematic patterns from large 
unstructured collections of text by grouping documents into coherent topics is another major approach, among which 
common topic modeling techniques are the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and the Non-negative Matrix factorization 
(NMF). Mutuvi et al.’s research examines the effect of noise on unsupervised topic modeling algorithms, through com-
parison of performance of both the LDA and NMF topic models in the presence of OCR errors. The research is suppor-
ted by the NewsEye project, which is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program. 
NewsEye is aimed at tens of millions of newspaper pages from European libraries that have been digitized and made 
available online during the last decade. 
https://www.newseye.eu
In its poster reporting the inner testing of newspaper datasets from three partner libraries, the processes are laid out as: 
- text recognition & article separation;
- semantic text enrichment;
- dynamic text analysis;
- personal research assistant; and
- user interface, 
where the “semantic text enrichment” processes include: named entity recognition, stance detection, novelty detection, 
and event detection.  
https://www.newseye.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/Poster_white.png
The research team of the Capisco project at University of Waikato, New Zealand, conducted research to address OCR-ed 
documents (Bainbridge et al., 2016). The rationale is that lexicographic search in large collections, such as the Hathi-
Trust’s 13 million volumes with 4.6 billion pages, often returns large sets of unrelated documents (due to homographs 
—same spelling, different meaning-being included), while relevant sources may remain undetected unless the right 
keyword is found. The problem is exacerbated in documents that have been obtained through OCR, as recognition errors 
may lead to misidentification of terms, which are then either mistakenly included or omitted from the search results. 
Meanwhile, the research team is motivated to avoid major changes to the document retrieval mechanism and indexing 
strategy, query processing, and interface to which users and technical teams are accustomed.   
The Capisco system developed by the research team focuses on semantic indexing and search. It uses a knowledge base 
containing information about concepts in context, initially created by mining Wikipedia and potentially further enriched 
by domain experts. Each concept is identified by an ID, and also carries a human-readable concept label. There are se-
veral key steps:
- Concept labels are derived from Wikipedia article titles. 
- Synonymous terms for a concept are stored with reference to the context in which they appear. 
- The context of a term refers to the main area in which this term is used for this concept.
- Because contexts are also concepts, the knowledge base forms an interlinked Concepts in Context (CiC) network.
The knowledge base is used to disambiguate a term (i.e., identifying its semantic concept) and identify potentially mat-
ching concepts, which would lead to the identification of significant topics within a document. For each context, an index 
entry is created with references to the pages on which the term appears.  
The Capisco project team reported an analytical approach to explore five strategies for low-cost semantic enhancement 
to large digital collection’s metadata and indexing, especially the OCRed historical materials, showing through examples 
how using semantic concepts can help identify OCR errors. In testing the results, five approaches were used:
- Approach 1. Concept labels added to metadata
- Approach 2. Concepts and synonyms added to metadata
- Approach 3. Concept labels indexed at page-level
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- Approach 4. Concept label and synonyms indexed
- Approach 5. Concepts and synonyms added at page metadata (only possible for digital library implementations that 
support page-level metadata fields)
Three of these approaches address adding information about semantic concepts to the metadata (1, 2, 5) and two others 
concern adding information about semantic concepts to the full-text index (3 and 4). A case study of four documents 
showed the differences in result sets for lexical search, semantic search, and each of the five approaches. The study also 
established four collections (with nearly five thousand pages and thousands of tokens and concepts indexed) in which 
the performance implications of enriching the full-text index with concept labels was experimentally determined. Based 
on semantic enrichment, search is now possible via both the simple interface and the advanced interface for filtering 
and search in metadata-based enhancements. The researchers concluded that even though the work test focused on 
simply enhancing the lexical search capabilities of traditional digital libraries, the most powerful solution would be a 
combination between lexical-based search and semantic search as offered in Capisco (Bainbridge et al., 2016).  
3.3.3. Example: historical maps
Maphub, another pioneer project, is an online application for exploring and annotating digitized, high-resolution historic 
maps, developed at Cornell University’s Department of Information Science. All user-contributed annotations are shared 
via the Maphub Open Annotation API. The first demo was bootstrapped with approximately 6,000 public domain maps 
taken from the Library of Congress Historic Map Division.
http://maphub.github.io
http://maphub.github.io/api




Annotations can easily be added by creating overlays on top of map images. When a user opens a map to annotate zoo-
mable raster images, Maphub suggests potentially relevant Wikipedia tags. The semantic tag enrichments are retrieved 
from DBpedia. By aligning with DBpedia, it is possible to exploit those connections to enrich annotations and their tags 
with additional information, such as the ability to search for a map by its content and not its title, and translations of 
terms in other languages.
The distinctive feature of this project is that, after adding at least three control points to a map, it is possible to calculate 
real world locations for any point on the map. This allows users to create different views through Google Maps. The 
historical map can also be laid over the Google Earth map, creating an overlay of the historic map onto its current day 
location. The Google Earth file can also be downloaded to a computer for later viewing.16 
3.3.4. Example: images of cultural heritages
Over the last two decades, the web welcomed all kinds of new digital collections, domain-specific information resource 
portals, online exhibitions, and other products that expose and provide access to the not-born-digital resources hosted 
in LAMs. Digital images are a container for 
much of the information content in web-ba-
sed delivery of images, books, newspapers, 
manuscripts, maps, scrolls, single sheet co-
llections, and archival materials. Many of 
them are not good candidates for OCR, and 
therefore usually remain as digital images. 
In the digital age, access to these image-ba-
sed resources is fundamental to research, 
scholarship and the transmission of cultu-
ral knowledge. On the other hand, cultural 
heritages objects, though steadily being di-
gitized, are still difficult to find, reuse, cite, 
exchange, and compare. 
Image exchange APIs 
As pointed out by the community that de-
veloped IIIF (International Image Interope-
rability Framework) APIs, much of the In-
ternet’s image-based resources are locked 
up in silos, with access restricted to bes-
poke, locally built applications.17 API is the 
Figure 19. Shared Canvas Data Model. 
Source: Albritton, 2013. Slide 12.
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abbreviation for “application programming interface”, and is compiled with a set of routines, protocols, and tools for 
building software applications. To address the issue of interoperability and provide access to high quality image resour-
ces across all kinds of digital collections, four IIIF APIs have been developed, tested, and revised during the last five years 
and are already supported by major software for image servers, image clients, and image apps. They are: Image API, 
Presentation API, Content Search API, and Authentication API. An API for Audio/Visual materials is in progress. 
One of the important fundamental concepts of IIIF is the standardized URI patterns. For example, the Image API specifies 
a web service that returns an image in response to a standard HTTP or HTTPS request. The URI can specify the region, 
size, rotation, quality characteristics, and format of the requested image. A complication for Image APIs is the varying 
quality, size, and format of the source images involved in the viewing, zooming, searching, annotating, exchange, etc. 





Using the supported tools, annotations by experts or other contributors can be added to the canvas. Annotations, an-
notation lists, and content all have unique identifiers that can be processed by machines without confusion. [Figure 19]
Different resource types defined by the framework follow the recommended URI patterns (Appleby et al., 2012b): [Fi-
gure 20]
Hundreds of successful cases of digital collections have been benefited from IIIF APIs. One example is The National Li-
brary of Wales - Welsh Newspapers Online which currently has 1.1 million IIIF images. Implementations of IIIF at many 
LAMs can be found via the demo links from the IIIF website as well as from the IIIF conferences held worldwide.  
http://newspapers.library.wales
Deep image annotation 
Deep image annotation (DIA) is becoming an accepted new concept in treating images for semantic enrichment, aiming 
to improve the efficiency of image retrieval and access, enhance users’ understanding of an image, and support automa-
tic image resources integration and knowledge discovery.  
It is widely recognized that a knowledge gap exists between access to knowledge in textual content versus image-based 
content. A vast amount of information resides inside images, photographs, paintings, diagrams and drawings which can 
be seen but not searched. It is waiting to be discovered, but has been inaccessible to traditional query methods. In ad-
dressing knowledge organization and discovery objectives for images, David Clarke (2015) provided a line of objectives:
1. Every image should have a URI and an extensible set of metadata.
2. Visual features within images should have URIs and an extensible set of metadata.
Figure 20. Recommended URI Patterns for IIIF resource types.
Source: Compiled based on the images from IIIF Implementation API specification.
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3. Visual features should be identifiable in-line with the image, i.e., by using point-to- bound-area markers.
4. Visual features should be presentable as alphabetical lists.
5. Visual features should be presentable as ordered lists or hierarchical structures.
6. Images and visual features should be indexable using controlled vocabularies.
7. All image, annotation, and indexing metadata should be searchable.
8. Users should be able to pan-and-zoom to specific parts of an image from search results or browse lists.
9. Users should be free to pan-and-zoom anywhere on an image and discover the visual features in view and their related 
concepts.
10. The system should support the discovery of images and parts of an image that are conceptually related to any other 
image or part of an image. (Clarke, 2015, slide 12).
The IIIF APIs have enabled some of these goals to be reached. Other objectives spelled out in this list have been realized 
by tools like Oasis, Mirador, Luna, Universal Viewer, and others.
The following example demonstrates the deep semantic annotating results using Oasis for the Dunhuang Mogao Caves’ 
“Nine-colored deer” painting (Wang; Liu; Xia, 2017). Oasis enables the visual features of an image to be individually 
identified and expressed as Linked Data URIs. These features can then be semantically indexed to internally or externally 
curated KOS vocabularies. The annotation documented on the left side of the figure represents hierarchical and ordered 
list structure, expressed automatically in SKOS properties to form a new LOD KOS vocabulary. [Figure 21a]
The narrative story painting of the Nine-colored deer Jataka, on the wall of the Mogao Grottoes Cave 257,18 consists of 
eight episodes, in which the Nine-colored deer and other major characters occur multiple times. It reminds us of the 
value of semantic image annotating (with contextual information) which generates machine-processable data (not just 
machine-readable data). [Figure 21b]
Existing methods for indexing features and themes appearing in images of works are usually found at the metadata level. 
The existing metadata standards and cataloging rules provide detailed guidance about external characteristics of images. 
On the other hand, content-based semantic analysis and annotation models and practices have not been standardized; 
they are usually project-based, and are therefore less useful in discovering images and parts of an image that are concep-
tually related to any other 
image or part of an image. 
The impact goes to the gra-
nular resource aggregation 
and knowledge discovery of 
cultural heritages. For this 
reason, researchers of the 
Mogao Caves at Wuhan Uni-
versity in China established 
a workflow for image repre-
sentation and annotation 
related tasks, with three se-
mantic annotation models: 
(1) the macroscopic concept 
model, (2) the information 
hierarchy model, and (3) the 
structured image annotation 
model. The testing results 
prove that semantic enrich-
Figure 21a. A section of the semantic deep image annotation result. 
Source: Wang, Liu, and Xia (2017).
Figure 21b. Image of the Nine-colored deer Jataka.
Source: Dunhuang Academy. Digital Dunhuang. Mogao Grottoes Cave 257, West Wall.
https://www.e-dunhuang.com/cave/10.0001/0001.0001.0257 
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ment can be significant in both the development of image information organization methodology and digital humanities 
research (Wang; Liu; Xia, 2017).  
3.3.5. Example: cultural objects
Memory institutions and information services are increasingly embracing the new information technologies in order to 
meet the needs of the changing digital age. The challenges of three-dimensional objects are unique, in comparison with 
text-based unstructured data and two-dimensional materials. Innovation is needed because “data are for discovery and 
inspiration, not just management.” (Opencontext.org)
https://opencontext.org
Online Coins of the Roman Empire (OCRE), was initiated as a joint project of the American Numismatic Society and the 
Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University. 
http://numismatics.org/ocre
This revolutionary new service is designed to help in the identification, cataloging, and research of the rich and varied coi-
nage of the Roman Empire. The original goal of OCRE was to make available a digital corpus of all published Roman Impe-
rial coin types. At the same time, the project aimed to expand the ability of all external contributors interested in linking 
any collection-based online catalog (Reinhard et al., 2017).  Since the first edition of OCRE launched in late 2012, the pro-
ject has grown tremendously with international collaborations. All coin types from Augustus to Zeno (representing five 
Built with Linked Data technology, OCRE becomes 
a knowledge base, much more than a traditional 
website.
While the searching, browsing, querying and visua-
lization are supported by the Sparql queries, triple 
stores, and various apps, its ontology-based design 
make it an easy-to-use digital corpus, with down-
loadable catalog entries, incorporating over 43,000 
types of coins. Users are provided with the multiple 
browsing, searching, and refining options.
Figure 22a. OCRE browse page.
http://numismatics.org/ocre/results
OCRE offers detailed structured data about objects’ 
typological descriptions, geo maps, and examples, 
as well as Quantitative Analysis options.     
In this example, in the Quantitative Analysis 
section, data about the average measurements for 
this coin type are provided. A user can also select 
measurements (by axis, diameter, or wright), choo-
se a chart type (bar or column), and request results 
of comparison according to the selected categories 
(Denomination, Mint, Region, Manufacture, Mate-
rial, Authority, Portrait, and Deity). 
Figure 22b. OCRE individual coin type page. 
http://numismatics.org/ocre/id/ric.6.lon.66
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centuries of Roman imperial nu-
mismatics) have been published. 
OCRE incorporated more than 
107,000 physical coins related to 
these coin types from 21 different 
datasets. These datasets originate 
from large collections as well as 
smaller civic or university museu-
ms, archaeological databases, and 
the Domuztepe excavations publi-
shed through OpenContext which 
publishes research data on the 
web (Gruber, 2017). [Figure 22a 
and 22b]
https://opencontext.org
Even more useful to researchers 
is the visualized querying and 
analyzing across the whole data-
set. Using the data selection and 
visualization options provided, a 
user can generate a chart based 
on selected parameters for typolo-
gical analysis or measurement analysis. (Refer to the next figure.) [Figure 22c]
It is important to point out the meaning of this innovative resource to humanities researchers. End users are typically 
untrained in using LOD datasets through data dumps and Sparql endpoints (the most popular LOD deliverables). To 
master a query, one has to understand the syntax, forms, operators, result set modifiers, variables, and functions of the 
Sparql query language. Hence, easy access by end users becomes critical to the effective use of the LOD products. In 
order to better reuse digital resources while maximizing the outcomes for both machine and human users, easy-to-use 
LOD services have direct impacts on consuming these datasets as knowledge bases. 
In the OCRE case, the visualize queries page (Figure 22c) allows the user to render queries in the form of charts and gra-
phs, enabled by its JavaScript library at the back-end. Chart parameters are passed RESTfully by URL parameters, making 
it possible to bookmark and share charts over the web. Another powerful and useful analytic feature of Numishare is the 
maps interface. For example, the map page for hoard collections differs in one key way from other types of collections: 
The Simile timeline is incorporated into the interface through the TimeMap library. The points of the map correspond to 
find spots, and points in the timeline are created when hoard record contents contain datable coins. 
http://wiki.numismatics.org/numishare:maps
Overall, users of OCRE are liberated from unfamiliar query languages and are provided effective analytics outcomes. This 
is the best example of how LAM data are used to support digital humanities researches. As Gruber (2017) pointed out, 
the study of coins has long been seen as an esoteric sub-discipline within history and archaeology, but the introduction 
of numismatics through intuitive user interfaces online serves as a bridge in exposing what is typically viewed as highly 
specialized information to a more general audience of archaeologists and classicists.  
3.3.6. Discussion
It is obvious that there are limitless potentials for those [so far] un-structured data in LAMs to be used in supporting 
digital humanities research and education. This section showcased the pioneer products that have already brought LAM 
data to a totally new level of significance.  It is also clear that Linked Data is a major concept that has been making se-
mantic enrichment of a variety of LAM data in a distributed content creation environment possible and effective. Linked 
Data is about using the web to connect related data that wasn’t previously linked, or using the web to lower the barriers 
to linking data currently linked using other methods. 
http://linkeddata.org
The cases also imply that, semantic annotation, which formally identifies concepts and relations between concepts in 
documents, relies on both human and machine actions. Meanwhile, ontology-based approaches have already formed 
new mainstreams in digging into unstructured data and bringing unbelievable new discoveries to the front-end. 
As pointed out by Robert Allen, some of the initial steps toward highly structured repositories may be relatively easy. 
However, scaling these will be difficult and requires active community engagement. Community involvement will also be 
required for policies and procedures in determining thresholds for consensus about results (Allen, 2017). It is obvious 
that the IIIF community introduced above is addressing such needs successfully and opportunely. Allen further suggested 
Figure 22c. OCRE visualize queries page. 
http://numismatics.org/ocre/visualize
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that, for the representation of digital collections, rich se-
mantic structures such as systems, models, simulations, 
events, and frames are needed (Allen, 2017). Each of the 
cases and research projects presented in this section so 
far have established their rich semantic structures at the 
back-end, delivering user-friendly, highly specialized in-
formation products to a more general audience at the 
front-end. 
Products such as OCRE, Maphub, and Linked Jazz can be 
considered as the representatives of Smart Data because 
they adequately represent a sufficient number of rele-
vant features of humanistic objects of inquiry to enable 
the necessary level of precision and nuance required by 
humanities scholars, and also provide users with a suffi-
cient amount of data to enable quantitative methods of inquiry, helping researchers to surpass the limitations inherent 
in methods based on close reading strategies (refer to Schöch, 2013). It is thrilling that LAM data providers and resear-
chers in the humanities are incorporating the data-driven environment where advanced digital technologies have crea-
ted the possibility of novel and hybrid methodologies.    
3.4. Unifying heterogeneous contents in a distributed data creation environment
In digital humanities research, integration and interoperation of cultural heritage (CH) data are constantly in demand. 
An example was given by Prof. Eero Hyvönen in an invited talk at VIII Encounter of documentation centres of contem-
porary art: open linked data and integral management of information in cultural centres, held at the Artium Museum, 
Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain, October 2016: 
“For example, if metadata about a painting created by Picasso comes from an art museum, it can be enriched 
(linked) with, e.g., biographies from Wikipedia and other sources, photos taken of Picasso, information about his 
wives, books in a library describing his works of art, related exhibitions open in museums, and so on. At the same 
time, the contents of any organization in the portal having Picasso related material get enriched by the metadata 
of the new artwork entered in the system. This is a win-win business model for everybody to join such a system; 
collaboration pays off. The linking can be established correctly only if unambiguous URI identifies are constantly 
used.” (Hyvönen, 2016)
In order to achieve such a win-win result, it is important to realize the inherent needs and challenges. The heterogeneous 
contents could come with all kinds of formats and media, languages, cultural backgrounds, often companioned with pro-
venance records and other contextual information. Yet another complicated situation is that their documentation has 
followed special professional standards and best practices defined and implemented in different professions involving 
libraries, archives, museums, and other cultural heritage institutions for a long time. The interoperability efforts of ac-
commodating another community’s model and data structure in one project might enable moving a step ahead, yet the 
uncertainty of quality and possible redundant tasks would be beyond prediction when diverse institutions are involved. 
As a result, a fundamental semantic question in dealing with CH data is how to make the heterogeneous contents se-
mantically interoperable, so that they can be searched, linked, and presented in a harmonized way across the bounda-
ries of the datasets and data silos. 
3.4.1 CASE: the Sampo portals
Hyvönen summarized three major semantic agreements that are needed for interoperability: (1) Domain neutral seman-
tic model; (2) Metadata alignment model; and (3) Shared domain ontologies. The shared domain ontologies refer to the 
agreement of sharing domain ontologies (places, persons, etc.) whose concepts are used for populating the metadata 
models (Hyvönen, 2016).
In Figure 23, the data publication system is illustrated by a circle. A shared semantic ontology infrastructure is situated 
in the middle. It includes mutually aligned metadata and shared domain ontologies, modeled using Semantic Web stan-
dards. If content providers outside of the circle provide the system with metadata about a CH object, the data is auto-
matically linked and enriched with each other and forms a Giant Global Graph (GGG) (Hyvönen, 2016).
The Sampo Model that has been tested and used in three cultural heritage case studies in Finland demonstrates such a 
win-win situation. Sampo is a mythical object in Finnish folklore that gives the holder wealth and good fortune. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampo
In this instance, the Sampo model is a generic name for the model applied in various CH projects that created large-scale 
aggregated data sets for digital humanities applications from heterogeneous sources using Linked Data.
- WarSampo, the most notable and award-winning case,19 was released in November 2015 and is the first large-scale 
system for serving and publishing WW2 LOD on the Semantic Web. The data draws eight different major datasets 
In data resources that are served throu-
gh LAMs, unstructured data are usually 
available in the largest quantity in com-
parison with structured data, have the 
most diversity in type, nature, and qua-
lity, and are the most challenging to pro-
cess. It is obvious that there are limitless 
potentials for those [so far] un-structu-
red data in LAMs to be used in suppor-
ting digital humanities research and 
education
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from different organizations, 
originally totaling 7.6 million 
triples in a Sparql endpoint. The 
portal allows both historians 
and laymen to study war history 
and the destinies of their fami-
ly members in the war from di-
fferent interlinked applications 
such as Events, Persons, Army 
Units, Places, Kansa Taisteli ma-
gazine articles, Casualties, Pho-
tographs, and War Cemeteries. 
The data is annotated using a set 
of domain ontologies, including: 
1) an ontology of the troops and 
their hierarchies, 2) persons 
with their ranks and roles, 3) 
place ontology of historical pla-
ces, 4) event ontology of battles, 
politics, and other war time inci-
dents, 5) an ontology of time pe-
riods, 6) ontology of weapons, 7) 
ontology of vessels, and 8) a subject matter ontology (Hyvönen et al., 2016).
 https://www.sotasampo.fi/en
- BiographySampo is based on extracting knowledge from the underlying biographical texts —over 13,000 short biogra-
phies published by the Finnish Literature Society— using language technology, and by enriching the data through lin-
king it to various external biographical databases, Wikipedia/Wikidata, collection databases of memory organizations, 
semantic web data services, etc. Similar to the WarSampo portal, users can find information via multiple different 
interlinked applications such as Persons, Places, Life maps, Statistics, Networks (of filtered people), Relations, and 
Language (Hyvönen et al., 2018). 
 http://biografiasampo.fi
- NameSampo for toponomastic research, is based on over two million places names collected in Finland and beyond. 
The objective of the project was to convert the place name entry slips, collection maps, and the attributes and meta-
data related to them into digital format (Ikkala et al., 2018). 
 https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/nimisampo
The Sampo model has been applied to a series of semantic Sampo portals, resulting in more break-through LOD pro-
ducts. The portals include CultureSampo (2009), BookSampo (2011), TravelSampo (2011), WarSampo (2015), NameS-
ampo (2018), and BiographySampo (2018).
3.4.2 Discussion
The Sampo model and the semantic portals demonstrated the win-win situation in dealing with CH data and making the 
heterogeneous contents of LAM data semantically interoperable, so that they can be searched, linked, and presented in 
a harmonized way across the boundaries of the datasets and data silos. They reveal a bright direction for the LAM data’s 
next step in the semantic enrichment movement.
Parallel to the Giant Global Graph (GGG) featured by the Sampo model for Linked Data publishing —which is based on 
a shared ontology infrastructure—, integrating and reusing high level upper-ontologies and knowledge bases has led 
to another new product: KBpedia. Combining artificial intelligence (AI) with formal ontologies, the knowledge-based 
AI is pushing the speed of higher-level content analysis, entity recognition and categorization, and semantic network 
construction. A recently released open-source KBpedia built its knowledge structure by integrating seven core public 
knowledge bases — Wikipedia, Wikidata, schema.org, DBpedia, GeoNames, OpenCyc20, and Umbel21.  KBpedia’s upper 
structure, or knowledge graph, is the KBpedia Knowledge Ontology (KKO).  
http://kbpedia.org
Written primarily in OWL 2, KBpedia includes 55,000 reference concepts, about 30 million entities, and 5,000 relations 
and properties, all organized according to about 70 modular typologies that can be readily substituted or expanded. Such 
a product characterizes the advanced semantic technologies that can be used for concept analysis and entity annotation, 
mapping, and data integration, plus automatic support for AI machine learning and semantic searching (KBpedia, 2018). 
4. Summary and conclusion
With the rapid development of the digital humanities field, demands for smarter and bigger historical and cultural heri-
Figure 23. Sampo model for Linked Data publishing is based on a shared ontology infrastructure in 
the middle. Image source: Hyvönen, 2016
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tage data, which usually cannot be obtained through web crawling or scraping, have focused attention toward LAM data, 
the treasure of all society. On the technology side, the semantic technologies and new artificial intelligence (AI) have 
brought innovative and implementable applications to 
the data-driven solutions. On the LAM side, the decade 
long digitization investment has formed LAM data as the 
most reliable resources for DH research (Varner; Hswe, 
2016). Semantic enrichment is a strategy increasingly 
used during recent years, directly applied to the enhan-
cement of LAM data (structured, semi-structured, and 
unstructured). In the “Discussion” sections dedicated to 
each of these data types in section 3, typical features 
and approaches are summarized and further discussions 
and resources are given.  It is clear that there is no limit 
to the types of LAM data that can be semantically en-
riched. The real cases, research projects, experiments, 
and pilot studies shared in this article demonstrate 
endless potential for LAM data, whether they are struc-
tured, semi-structured, or unstructured, regardless of 
what types of original artifacts carry the data.
Activities pertaining to LAM data enrichment have proved to be the initiator that enables LAMs to advance their data 
into smart data, supporting deeper and wider exploration and use of data in digital humanities research. The semantic 
enrichment strategy represents one major step and directly enhances LAM data by using semantic technologies. The 
cases and examples used in this article are representative of such activities. Following these roadmaps would encourage 
more effective initiatives and strengthen this effort to maximize LAM data’s discoverability, use- and reuse-ability, and 
their value in the mainstream of DH and the Semantic Web. 
Information technologies and new semantic technologies supporting each of the processes of semantic enrichment are 
advancing quickly. Reports of diverse experiments, tools, and issues can be found in publications across a wide range of 
domains, and in extraordinary depth. In addition to those discussed in the Discussion sections in section 3, AI-assisted 
processing is also becoming a norm for entity recognition, auto-recommendation, mapping, and verification. The fast 
extension of semantic technologies has been bringing astonishing news daily. Another closely related topic is increasing 
the findability of LAM data by exposing them to search engines, a benefit of semantic enrichment. Other articles in this 
journal will be dedicated to these topics, hence they are not covered in this article. 
No matter what end products results from the semantic enrichment of LAM data, they will most likely join data on the web. 
Thus, this article concludes with the benchmarks recommended by the W3C in Data on the web best practices. The docu-
ment focuses mainly on publishing data rather than consumption of data, and is geared toward data available through the 
web. It provides best practices related to the publication and usage of data on the web, so that data will be discoverable and 
understandable by humans and machines, while a self-sustaining ecosystem is facilitated.  It is noteworthy that “provide 
metadata” is always recommended throughout the document. Each of the benchmarks also identify the ultimate goals for 
LAM data: comprehension, processability, discoverability, reuse possibility and effectiveness, trustiness, linkability, acces-
sibility, and interoperability (Fa-
rias-Lóscio; Burle; Calegari, 
2017). [Figure 24]
Notes
1. As of 2016, participating na-
tions and funding organizations 
include: Argentina (MINCyT); 
Brazil (Fapesp); Canada (Sshrc, 
Nserc, FRQ); Finland (AKA); 
France (ANR); Germany (DFG); 
Mexico (Conacyt); Netherlands 
(NWO); Portugal (FCT); United 
Kingdom (AHRC, ESRC), and 






Figure 24.W3C’s data on the Web best practices recommendations and benchmarks.
Source: Created by the author based on the W3C, 2017.
Smart Data is a concept embraced by 
humanities research, and underlines 
the organizing and integrating proces-
ses from unstructured data to structu-
red and semi-structured data, making 
the big data smarter (Kobielus, 2016; 
Schöch, 2013). Activities pertaining to 
LAM data enrichment have proved to be 
the initiator that enables LAMs to advan-
ce their data into smart data, supporting 
deeper and wider exploration and use of 
data in digital humanities research
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2. (FRBR) Functional requirements for bibliographic records
3. (FRAD) Functional requirements for authority data
4. (FRSAD) Functional requirements for subject authority data
5. Europeana semantic enrichment (November 5, 2015)
https://pro.europeana.eu/page/europeana-semantic-enrichment
6. Available from Europeana semantic enrichment website’s link to “several vocabularies.
https://pro.europeana.eu/page/europeana-semantic-enrichment
7. According to April 19, 2018 note and updated Table 3 in Manguinhas, 2016. 
http://shorturl.at/hyzL0
8. Data are available at:
https://www.kaggle.com/dorami/museum-project/data
9. Getty Vocabularies: LOD website 
http://vocab.getty.edu
10. By clicking “View the full Getty record”, a user is led to 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500009365
11. OpenRefine Reconciliation Service (explanations and sample query templates). 
http://vocab.getty.edu/queries#OpenRefine_Reconciliation_Service
12. Museums and Collections with Maya Inscriptions 
http://mayawoerterbuch.de/museumscollections
13. Entry of Museu Etnològic 
http://mayawoerterbuch.de/museums/museu-etnologic
14. Data collected on Oct. 23, 2018 from 
https://old.datahub.io/dataset
15. “Data Sources. Oral History Transcripts.” 
https://linkedjazz.org/data-sources




18. Mogao Grottoes Cave 257, West Wall.
https://www.e-dunhuang.com/cave/10.0001/0001.0001.0257
19. WarSampo wins the Open Data Prize in the 2017 Lodlam Challenge
20. OpenCyc (2002-2017) was a part of Cyc (/ˈsaɪk/), the world’s longest-lived artificial intelligence project.
http://www.cyc.com
21. Umbel (Upper Mapping and Binding Exchange Layer)
http://umbel.org
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